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Mobile for Everyone, Everywhere —  

Delivering the capabilities of Inform Mobile to every field user

Inform Me

As more and more personnel begin to utilize smart phones 

and tablets in the field, TriTech has introduced the Inform 

Me mobile app to extend the use of its Inform Mobile 

solution to everyone, everywhere. Designed for iOS and 

Android devices, Inform Me app allows users to view 

critical incident related information, update their status, 

send messages and perform other critical functions. With 

FIPS140-2 compliant encryption, users of Inform Me can 

securely send and receive records check queries. This 

easy-to-use application is an essential tool for users who 

perform their jobs outside of the emergency vehicle.

Real-Time Access to Information for Quick Decision Making

The Incident screen displays pertinent call information of 

location and problem nature. Users will also be able to view 

the other pending and assigned incidents as well as their 

corresponding status, premise information, prior history, caller 

information, map, and status time stamps. More importantly, 

users can update status and enter comments to easily 

communicate incident details to dispatch and other units 

Integrated CAD Functionality for Global System View

As a companion to Inform Mobile, Inform Me seamlessly extends 

computer aided dispatch (CAD) information to mobile devices. 

The CAD Status view displays the current status of units and 

calls in Inform CAD via a map visual or queue form. Users can 

drill down into the map, unit, or incident to receive more detailed 

information.

Out-of-the-Box Maps Improve Situational Awareness

Administrators can choose to utilize agency-specific Inform 

CAD/Mobile map packages or the integrated online Esri maps. 

The online maps showcase a high level of detail including 

addressed parcels, commonplace names, and in some areas, 

highly digitized walkways and interior GIS features. The 

Inform Me online map is not limited to your agency’s map data 

and users can view detailed maps of areas outside of your 

jurisdiction quickly and easily.

Flexible Configuration Options for Agency 

and User-Specific Personalization

Through a simple web browser, an agency’s System 

Administrator along with authorized users can 

configure the user interface for added ease-of-

use. A user’s interface preferences are available 

system wide and not tied to a specific device.
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About TriTech

TriTech Software Systems has been developing 

innovative solutions for public safety for more than 

25 years. The company provides products and 

services to address any size and type agency with an 

end-to-end product suite to meet the needs of any 

agency—PSAP, Law, Fire, or EMS.

TriTech Software Systems’ sole focus is public safety software. The company’s 

experienced team contributes on average, 13 years of industry experience. TriTech 

has delivered the most trusted public safety software for over two decades and 

continues to lead the market with innovative, enterprise-wide cloud-based and 

on-premise solutions for 9-1-1, computer aided dispatch, records management, 

jail management, analytics and intelligence, field-based reporting, patient care 

reporting, and ambulance billing software.

For the best end-to-end integrated solution with unparalleled workflow, join the 

3,000+ agency installations serving over 255+ million citizens across 14 countries 

who rely on one company — TriTech Software Systems.


